








Presentation Overview

                                                   The River Of Art programs serve to bring people together in
                                             strategic venues to foster appreciation for the arts while providing
                                      opportunities for local artists and businesses to engage potential patrons.
                                 An important economic engine for participants, the event locations are
                           selected with the goal of dispersing opportunity throughout Miami-Dade—in
                       much the same way the Miami River flows through the region.

Miami Featured International Art Fair - shining the light on south Florida arts
• This event is designed to be the missing bridge of that chasm between the local emerging 

artists and the international arts scene.
• A major contemporary art fair that includes art from all over the world, but also provides 

opportunities for south Florida based artists to participate through scholarships.
• It also hosts the finalists from the River Of Art shows.

River Of Art Social Actualizers - bringing people and art together
◦ Using artistic works as a back-drop, social networkers engage a broad set of business 

professionals, innovators, entrepreneurs, change-makers and civic organizers through 
pop-up exhibitions in locations around the County.

◦ These social exhibitions provide opportunities for local artists to display their works, 
introduce new people to local art appreciation and showcase community organizations 
and businesses.

◦ The shows are anchored by visual art, but may include music or performance, as well.

LifeFest – signature music and community festival
• With artistic, community-engagement and educational programming, this major outdoor 

festival features all that is awesome in South Florida, everything conducive to a healthy, 
happy and prosperous culturally-rich environment.

• Anchored by headlining music acts, featuring the best of local music and highlighting talented 
emerging artists, this show is designed to blow up the live music scene in south Florida, while
providing space for changemakers and community-builders to promote their missions.

• It also hosts the finals of the Soul Of [City] Shows.

Soul Of [City] Shows – community stories through music
◦ Through music showcases, this program highlights local communities and uplifts artists 

by employing hometown experiences as cultural well-springs.
◦ The Soul Of [insert City name] Show is a series of competitive events across the County 

at which emerging music artists from the local areas submit original works that 
reference their life in their respective community. 

◦ The local qualifying showcases culminate with a final major annual event to bridge the 
cultural accessibility gap between the communities and provide greater exposure for the 
artists.



Education Overview

                                                   Through entrepreneurial education, the goal of the Art/Work
                                              programs is to provide all people with the knowledge and tools
                                     necessary to create robust art commerce. This is achieved through a
                                 variety of educational formats, including workshops, seminars, salons,
                           roundtables, visitations and interactive experiences.

Art/Work Conference - major annual international arts conference
• This large-scale event is designed to bring together all aspects of the art community from all 

over the world to learn, share and discuss best practices and trends in the art world.
• The conference is a weekend of educational breakout sessions, keynote speeches, plenaries 

and socials.
• Renowned international leaders and local experts are tapped to deliver presentations for three 

segments of the art community: Artists, Arts Administrators and Art Enthusiests.
• The Conference is intended to not only educate attendees, but also advance Miami’s 

reputation as a serious, thriving arts metro to both international and local observers.

Art/Work Connections - business knowledge for artists
◦ These seminars create a support network for artists by bringing them together with 

experienced business leaders, arts professionals and educators who share their 
knowledge regarding the entrepreneurial aspects of art as a business.

◦ As emerging artists become knowledgeable in such topics as contract negotiation, 
copyright law, financial planning, marketing and art sales, Miami becomes known for its 
art/work infrastructure that supports a sustainable art ecosystem.

◦ Seminars are held at galleries and other art spaces to provide host-partners with 
exposure and allow gallerists and artists to connect.

Art/Work Collections - art appreciation for emerging collectors
◦ The Collections series works in a social capacity to bring emerging art enthusiasts 

together with experienced collectors, curators and artists to educate and grow the local 
base of collectors.

◦ These sessions take a variety of formats, including visitations to experienced collectors' 
homes to gain insights into their collecting and social discussions at galleries to learn 
from established curators or artists about their backgrounds and motivations.

Art/Work Conversations - critical discussions about art
◦ Conversations bring a much-needed critical approach to art and create a platform upon 

which deeper discussions of art and, specifically, local art can take place.
◦ Held as roundtables, panels or salons, each session has a specific topic.
◦ Topics can include a current exhibition, a specific artist, an individual piece of artwork, 

even a trend or a movement within the art community.
◦ One goal of each session is to create and publish a white paper regarding the topic.



Facilitation, Infrastructure
& Advocacy Overview

                                             The Culture Builds Communities programs are designed around
                                        facilitation, infrastructure and advocacy. The goal of these programs is
                                to enhance opportunities to leverage artistic work for the benefit of the
                             community and the artists. Advocacy is directed at supporting the artists and
                       assuring their best interests are served.

Imaginarium Artistic Hubs - building the foundation of the arts
• Life Is Art works in tandem with municipalities and community leaders throughout Miami-

Dade County to develop artistic compounds that focus around live/work spaces for artists 
supplemented by housing scholarships.

• These cultural hubs include cost-supported artist apartment/studios, a shared 
exhibition/performance space, and a communal garden/meditation space.

• Each compound is developed with the participation of the local municipal government, the 
residents and the artists in order align it with the heart of that neighborhood.

• Key to the success of this program is maintaining that the land used for the compounds is to 
remain in the public interest and not be sold for redevelopment, providing continuity and 
sustainability for generations to come.

• By providing artists with affordable spaces to live and create art, as well as providing residents
with a dedicated area within their community to enjoy the arts, all sectors of the region 
benefit.

• A prime consideration for locations is the opportunity to be economic drivers, bringing in 
businesses to the surrounding area like restaurants, boutiques, lounges and other creative 
economy entrepreneurs. 

Facilitation Projects - helping others help others to help themselves.
• The keystone to this program is working with other entities to enhance the quality of their 

programs and projects through art while maintaining quality benefits for the artists. 
• Primary partners are municipalities, other not-for-profit organizations and for-profit 

companies.
• These entities often wish to incorporate art into their projects, but do not have the knowledge 

or experience to do so with meaningful outcomes. 
• Artists have creative vision and ability, but often lack the knowledge or experience to put their

creative genius to work.
• Life Is Art bridges this gap by serving as facilitator managing communication, dialogue and 

resources.


